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From batch to continuous: Au-catalysed oxidation
of D-galacturonic acid in a packed bed plug flow
reactor under alkaline conditions†
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Currently biomass based conversions are often performed in batch reactors. From an operational and economic point of view the use of a continuous plug flow reactor is preferred. Here we make a back to back
comparison of the use of a batch and plug flow reactor for the oxidation of (sodium)-galacturonate to
(disodium)-galactarate using a heterogeneous Au-catalyst. We will show that the use of a three phase plug
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flow reactor results in enhanced O2 mass transfer which resulted in a 10–40 fold increase in productivity
(up to 2.2 ton m−3 h−1). However, the product selectivity slightly dropped from >99 mol% in batch (controlled pH) to 94 mol% in packed bed (uncontrolled pH). Both reactors suffer from the low solubility of the
reaction product. We will show that this solubility is the most significant challenge for performing this oxidation on industrial scale.

1 Introduction
Carbohydrates are an abundantly available feedstock for the
production of a plethora of renewable chemicals.1 One of the
most promising groups of chemicals can be obtained by the
oxidation of aldoses to their corresponding sugar (di)acids,
which are useful sequestering agents, corrosion inhibitors,
chelation agents, pH-regulators, and polymer building
blocks.2–5 In recent years, the commercial production of these
biobased sugar acids, including glucaric acid (Rivertop Renewables) and gluconic acid (Fuso Chemical Co., Ltd) has increased, showing the relevance of these materials for many
applications.6,7
The oxidation of carbohydrates can, among other
methods, be performed selectively by using supported goldcatalysts.8 These Au-catalysts are highly stable, and operate
under mild conditions (low temperatures and pressures), in
aqueous environment, using molecular oxygen or air as the
sole green oxidant. These green oxidations are most often
performed in batch reactors.9 For a recent overview on the
catalytic oxidation of carbohydrates, the review by Zhang &
Huber is recommended for further reading.10
We also investigated batch reactions for the oxidation of
carbohydrate feedstocks like sugar beet pulp derived D-

galacturonic acid (GalA) to galactaric acid (GA), by using
supported Au-catalysts (Scheme 1).11,12 Although the conversion of this 2nd generation feedstock proceeds selectively,
the oxidation to GA has some additional challenges compared to more “simple” aldose sugars such as D-glucose: GA
is barely soluble in cold water,13,14 and has a limited solubility in its Na-form (see this investigation). This results in cumbersome product/catalyst separations in batch mode at
higher product concentrations (≳0.2 M). Furthermore, the
productivity (space time yield) has not been optimized, limiting the commercial scale-up potential of the process.
Therefore, to bring the oxidation to an industrial level, the
key reaction parameters that influence the oxidation efficiency need to be investigated in more depth for the batch
system, but there is also an aim to develop a continuous process, which might overcome the technical challenges encountered in batch mode.
For continuous oxidation processes, various reactor designs
can be considered. So far, others explored the continuous
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Scheme 1 Oxidation of sodium D-galacturonate to sodium galactarate
by supported Au-catalysts.
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(noble–metal) catalysed oxidation of carbohydrates in the following setups: the oxidation of glucose over Au/Al2O3 was studied in a CSTR (slurry reactor).15,16 Carbon- and aluminasupported platinum group metal catalysts (pellets),17 as well as
Au/Al2O3-monoliths,18 were used for glucose oxidations in
counter current trickle columns. Pt–Au/C, Pt–Bi/C and Pt/C
electrodes were compared for direct glucose electrochemical oxidation in a fuel cell set-up, both in batch and in continuous
flow.19 For Au-catalysed reactions, the only plug flow packed
bed oxidation reported is the oxidative esterification of
methacrolein to methyl methacrylate in methanol.20 To the
best of our knowledge, the plug flow packed bed oxidation of
carbohydrates has not been reported for gold catalysts.
The general benefits of plug flow packed bed reactors are
low operational costs, high selectivity, possibility to reach full
conversion, low catalyst consumption, high productivity, and
the possibility of working at high product concentration.21,22
These benefits make this reactor type an attractive option to
reach an industrial viable oxidation process. However, theory
also teaches that acid/base consumption, the formation of insoluble products, and the consumption of gas (three phase
system) are in principle undesired for PFR reactors.21,22
All of the above mentioned concerns for plug flow reactors
apply to the oxidation of GalA to GA: the first concern is that
the oxidation produces an acid, which needs to be neutralized. The reaction rate of the Au-catalysed oxidation is known
to be pH-dependent, so, the uncontrolled and thus changing
pH along the reactor is expected to affect the rate (and potentially the selectivity).23 As previously stated, the low solubility
of the desired GA (both in acid form and as the di-sodium
salt), is a second concern which might result in clogging of
the reactor system. The third concern is the consumption of
oxygen gas during the reaction, which is not ideal to operate
in three phase plug flow (oxygen availability will vary
depending on position in column). However, gas – liquid reactions are known to be successfully applied in plug flow
packed bed reactors under reductive atmosphere (hydrogen):
e.g. the hydrogenolysis of glucose to glycols,24 and the reduction of glucose to sugar alcohols.25
To summarize, there are various potential concerns to
choosing a plug flow fixed bed reactor for this reaction. However, if these issues can be solved, this reactor type might
also bring additional benefits, such as increased space time
yields. Therefore, the aim of this research is to identify
whether a packed bed plug flow reactor could be a suitable
setup for the Au-catalysed continuous oxidation of Dgalacturonic acid, and to compare this option with a batch
process. Special attention in this comparison is paid to the
pH control, solubility/clogging, and oxygen supply, since
these are expected to be the most crucial parameters.

2 Results and discussion
2.1 Batch reactions
The aim in this part of the investigation, focussing on batch
reactions, is not only to study the influence of the individual
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reaction parameters, but also to obtain the necessary input
needed for the plug flow fixed bed reactor. The influence of
combined pH/temperature effects on conversion and selectivity is easier to study in batch, but provides valuable information for the fixed bed reactor as well (temperature settings
and amount of base to be added). The solubility of the
(diNa)-GA has not yet been reported, but this information is
critical for both types of reactors: in batch it might lead to
difficulties in product/catalyst separations, and in the plug
flow fixed bed reactor it might lead to blockage of the
system.
pH – influence on reaction rate and selectivity. In our previous publications12,26 the oxidation of GalA to GA was
performed at uncontrolled pH in pressurized batch reactors.
Under alkaline reaction conditions, the amount of required
base to compensate for the acid product formed was added
at the start of the reaction. This results in a very high starting
pH, which drops over time during conversion. Nevertheless,
at room temperature, the reaction was found to be very selective to the desired diNa-GA (>99% selectivity at >99% conversion). However, increasing the temperature above RT
resulted in complete alkaline degradation of the carbohydrates.12 (see also Table 1 for more examples of unfavourable
combinations of pH and temperature with regard to
selectivity).
Since the pH has a profound effect on the rate and selectivity of the reaction, further improvement of the batch reaction is anticipated under controlled pH. It was therefore decided to perform a (limited) kinetic study on the oxidation of
Na-GalA to diNa-GA under pH-stat conditions. The obtained
information in these batch experiments will also provide the
necessary initial input for the consecutive planned fixed bed
experiments with regard to temperature, pH and contact
time.
Prior to the kinetic study, the experimental set-up was optimized (see ESI† for a detailed description). Next, experiments were performed using the optimized experimental
setup (O2-flow 300 mL min−1, mechanical stirring at 650
rpm). The pH and temperature were varied, and the reaction
rates were determined. An overview of the experiments
performed is shown in Table 1. To make sure the activities

Table 1 Kinetic experiments in batch at controlled pH (conditions: 250
mL 0.091 M Na-GalA, 0.989 g Au/TiO2, O2-flow 300 mL min−1, mechanical stirring 650 rpm)

Temp
Entry pH (°C)

Selective conv. Included in
k
(>99%)
kinetic calculation (mol L−1 h−1)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No

9
9
9
10
10
10
10
12
12
12

24
40
50
23
39
50
60
20
40
50

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

1.42
3.82
6.04
3.48
6.98
11.34
—
—
—
—
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observed are solely attributed to the desired reaction, the total base consumption was monitored, and consecutive HPLC
measurements were performed to confirm the selectivity of
the reactions. The selectivity is also reported in Table 1.
For the calculation, only selective reactions were included
to calculate the apparent activation energies. For pH 9 and
pH 10, three reaction temperatures resulted in selective conversions (Table 1, entries 1–6), so these data could be used to
calculate the Arrhenius plots. However, at pH 12 only one
temperature gave a selective conversion, so the Arrhenius plot
for pH 12 could not be constructed. The results are visualized
in Fig. 1.
Based on the Arrhenius plots, the apparent activation energies were found to be 44.8 kJ mol−1 at pH 9, and 34.6 kJ
mol−1 at pH 10, which is slightly higher compared to previously reported activation energies for glucuronic acid oxidation to glucaric acid over Au/Al2O3: 45.3 kJ mol−1 at pH 8,
26.5 kJ mol−1 at pH 9, and 24.6 kJ mol−1 at pH 10.27 [Note:
the observed apparent activation energies are likely to be
underestimated due to mass transfer limitations].28
This part of the investigation in batch mode teaches that
the pH has a profound influence on the activation energy
and selectivity of the reaction. Therefore, the clear advantage
of working in batch mode, is that pH and temperature can
be controlled to assure high productivity and selectivity
throughout the course of the reaction. In a packed bed reactor, the pH cannot be easily controlled at every position in
the column, and as a result the pH will change due to the for-

Fig. 1 Arrhenius plots for the oxidation of Na-GalA to diNa-GA over 1
wt% Au/TiO2 (top = pH 9, bottom = pH 10).
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mation of the acid that is formed during oxidation. Therefore
the activation energy (activity and selectivity), will be different
(and less optimized) depending on the position of the substrate in the catalyst bed.
Product solubility (GA and diNa-GA). As stated in the introduction, the solubility of GA is low, both in the form of
the free acid and the (di)sodium salt, however the exact solubilities have not been reported. The solubility is however crucial, for both the batch and the continuous reactor: formation of insoluble products in multiphase reactions is
undesired, since this leads to difficulties in product/catalyst
separations (batch), clogging (plug flow), and deactivation of
the catalyst (both reactor types). It was therefore decided to
determine the temperature dependent solubility of GA, to
find the maximum concentration of product that can be
reached without causing solubility issues (e.g. assuming a
hot filtration).
First, a saturated suspension of GA (free acid) was stirred
at 23 °C for 20 h, followed by filtration, dilution, and determining the dissolved GA concentration by HPLC. As
expected, the solubility of the free acid was very low: 2.3 mM
≙ 0.48 g L−1.
Next, a suspension of GA in water was adjusted to pH 7
using sodium hydroxide (2 M), and the resulting suspension
was slowly heated from room RT to 75 °C (in approximately 1
h). Note: the choice for pH 7 is based on the expected pH
value after complete oxidation of Na-GalA to diNa-GA in the
presence of 1 eq. base. Higher excess of base might (positively) influence the solubility, but is undesired with respect
to salt formation. Samples were taken at different temperatures during heat-up, followed by quick filtration and dilution, prior to HPLC measurements to determine the concentration of dissolved sodium-galactarate. Next, the suspension
was allowed to slowly cool to room temperature, and again
samples were taken at various temperatures. Fig. 2 shows the
dissolved sodium-galactarate concentration as a function of
temperature.
As can be observed in Fig. 2, the solubility of sodiumgalactarate increased as a function of temperature from
about 25 g L−1 at 25 °C to about 33 g L−1 at 60 °C. However,
there was quite a large difference between the solubility measured during heat up (red squares in Fig. 2, lower solubility),
and cool down (green dots in Fig. 2, higher solubility). This
indicates that the dissolution and/or crystallisation might be
slow processes. If this process is indeed slow, it might imply
that reactions can be performed above the solubility limit,
without clogging of the system.
A second experiment was therefore executed in which a
fresh suspension of GA was neutralized to pH 7, at a constant
temperature of 40 °C, and the concentration of dissolved
sodium-galactarate was now followed as a function of time
while keeping the temperature constant. The results are visualized in Fig. 3.
The initial concentration of dissolved sodium-galactarate
was 47 g L−1 directly after preparation of the suspension, and
dropped to 35 g L−1 after 10 min. After 45–60 min the
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Fig. 2 Solubility of diNa-GA (pH 7) as a function of temperature (red
squares: measured during heat-up; green dots: measured during cooldown. The dotted line is added to guide the eye for the average value).

solubility stabilized to about 32 g L−1. These results confirm
that indeed the crystallization is a slow process, which explains the previously observed differences in measurements
during heat-up and cool down (Fig. 2).
The results on the (diNa)-GA solubility have various implications for both the batch and the continuous reactor set-up.
First of all, galactaric acid has a very low solubility in acid
form, which can be increased by converting it into the sodium salt. So, to keep the product in solution, increased pH
has a clear benefit compared to working under acidic pH. As
a consequence, working at elevated pH, acid/base consumption leads to salt production (cost/waste).
The second thing we can learn from these experiments, is
that the maximum concentration that can be achieved in
batch (assuming hot filtration at 60 °C) is about 33 g L−1,
without product precipitation. Since it was found that
crystallisation is a slow process, this might imply that a
slightly higher concentration can be reached in a continuous
system, if the product can be flushed out of the reactor, before crystallization can take place.

Fig. 3 Solubility of diNa-GA (pH 7, 40 °C) as a function of time after
preparation of the fresh suspension.
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Oxygen solubility. At high catalyst loadings and reaction
rates, batch oxidations can become limited in oxygen supply,
as was previously reported for glucose oxidations.23,29,30 It
was therefore decided to investigate if this was also the case
for the Na-GalA oxidation in batch.
First, the experimental set-up was optimized (see ESI†),
followed by in situ measurements of the dissolved oxygen
concentration during the oxidation of GalA using two different supported Au-catalysts (1 wt% Au/TiO2 and 1 wt% Au/C)
under identical conditions. The experiment was performed
according to the standard reaction protocol described in the
ESI.† The choice to include 1 wt% Au/C next to the commercial 1 wt% Au/TiO2 is based on the excellent performance of
Au/C in our previous work.26
Fig. 4 shows an overview of the online measurements that
were performed. The blue lines represent the consumption of
sodium hydroxide, which at full selectivity is directly proportional to the conversion of the substrate (left axis). This full
selectivity was confirmed after reaction by ex situ HPLC measurements. On the right axis, the red lines represent the
dissolved oxygen concentrations.
Introduction of the Au/TiO2 catalyst to the pre-heated,
stirred, and oxygen saturated Na-GalA solution, marks the
starting time of the reaction (Fig. 4A, t = 0 h). This introduction of the catalyst resulted in an instantaneous and steep decrease of the dissolved oxygen concentration from the saturated value (0.9 mmol L−1 at t < 0 h) to approximately 0.3
mmol L−1. At the same time NaOH consumption started, indicating the conversion of substrate. The dissolved oxygen
concentration remained low throughout the linear part of the
conversion curve (up to about 80% conversion), after which
the dissolved oxygen started to recover, and finally reached
the saturation value after the reaction was almost complete.
Although the reaction mixture was thoroughly mixed (500
rpm overhead stirrer) and aerated using a fine diffusor at
high oxygen flow (300 mL min−1), apparently the oxygen supply from the gas phase to the liquid phase was insufficient to
replenish the oxygen consumed. Previous calculations23
proved that glucose oxidations become oxygen mass transfer
limited when the dissolved oxygen drops below 50% of the
saturation value. Since the dissolved oxygen level dropped to
∼30%, the Au/TiO2 oxidation of Na-GalA is likely to be oxygen
mass transfer limited under the applied conditions.
Next, an identical experiment was performed, this time
using a Au/C catalyst. Again, the catalyst was introduced to
the pre-heated, stirred, and oxygen saturated Na-GalA solution, which marks the starting time of the reaction (Fig. 4B, t
= 0 h). Introduction of the catalyst resulted in an instantaneous but less steep decrease of the dissolved oxygen concentration from the saturated value (0.9 mmol L−1 at t < 0 h) to
approximately 0.8 mmol L−1. At the same time NaOH consumption started, indicating the conversion of substrate. In
contrast to the reactions with Au/TiO2 (Fig. 4A), the dissolved
oxygen concentration almost instantly recovered to the initial
saturation level, and remained constant throughout the
whole reaction. Since the level of dissolved oxygen remained
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Fig. 4 Na-GalA conversion and dissolved oxygen measurements
during batch oxidation using different catalysts. Reaction conditions:
Na-GalA (250 mL 0.1 M), Au/support (550 mg), oxygen flow (300 mL
min−1), mechanical stirring (500 rpm), pH 9 (constant), 50 °C.

well above 50% of the initial saturation level, it can be concluded that the Au/C oxidation of Na-GalA is most likely not
oxygen mass transfer limited under the applied conditions.
The differences in the drop in dissolved oxygen between
the Au/TiO2 and the Au/C can be explained in two ways: first,
since the reaction with Au/C proceeds slower, the oxygen demand per time unit is lower (mmol O2 min−1). Therefore,
there might be enough time to replenish the used dissolved
oxygen, resulting in a lower drop. Second, the support of the
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catalyst might play a role in bringing the oxygen from the gas
phase to the aqueous phase. This second explanation is actually supported by literature: Alper et al.31 postulated that “a
simple transport mechanism, in which a solid particle may move
right into the concentration boundary, adsorb gas for some time
there, and then may go back into the depths of liquid to desorb
gas. In this way, the transfer of gas will be facilitated”. This effect was later confirmed by others,32–34 and is mostly
influenced by the particle size and surface area of the
suspended particles, which is in line with the observed difference for Au/TiO2 (low BET surface area ∼40 m2 g−1) and Au/C
(high BET surface area ∼1000 m2 g−1).35
The potential effect of increased gas–liquid transfer by carbon was investigated in a third experiment, in which the Au/
TiO2 catalysed oxidation was repeated, but with the addition
of the same amount of activated carbon. The results of this
experiment are shown in Fig. 4C.
At t = 0 h, the Au/TiO2 catalyst and activated carbon were
simultaneously introduced to the reactor. This time the drop
in oxygen was less steep compared to Au/TiO2 alone (from
0.9 mmol L−1 at t = 0 to 0.6 mmol L−1 for Au/TiO2 + activated
carbon; compared to a drop from 0.9 mmol L−1 to 0.3 mmol
L−1, for Au/TiO2 alone). Furthermore, the dissolved oxygen
concentration recovered much faster, and reached a higher
level (0.85 mmol L−1) in the linear part of the conversion
curve.
These results indicate that addition of activated carbon
can keep the oxidation of Na-GalA using Au/TiO2 outside of
the regime in which the reaction becomes oxygen limited.
This is also indicated by the increased reaction rate (time to
reach 99% conversion = 0.59 h for Au/TiO2; Au/TiO2 + activated carbon = 0.41 h). A summary comparing the performances for the three catalysts used in a batch reactor can be
found in Table 2: the highest catalytic activity (mmol min−1
g−1 Au) was found for Au/TiO2 in the presence of activated
carbon (207 mmol min−1 g−1 Au), compared to 163 mmol
min−1 g−1 Au for Au/TiO2 without activated carbon. This also
results in the highest space time yield obtained in the batch
reactor: 4.6 mmol min−1 L−1 versus 3.6 mmol min−1 L−1 for
Au/TiO2 alone.
Although the performance of our home-made Au/C catalyst is lower compared to the commercial Au/TiO2, (catalyst
activity 50 mmol min−1 g−1 Au, and a space time yield of 1.1
mmol min−1 L−1), more active Au/C catalysts could be developed (this lies outside the scope of the current manuscript).
Therefore, in selecting a suitable catalyst for the batch oxidation of carbohydrates, Au/C should certainly be considered,
and might be preferred over (low surface area) metal oxide
supports. Working in a pressurized system is also advised, to
increase the driving force for gas diffusion.

2.2 Continuous plug flow reactions
In batch mode, the two catalyst types investigated (Au/TiO2
and Au/C) were both studied in powder form (slurry). In coming part of the investigation, we are moving from a batch
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Table 2 Overview of reactor performances

Reactor

Catalyst

Conditions
Na-GalA conc. (M)

Temp.
(°C)

Oxygen
(mL min−1)

Pressure
(bar)

pH
control/base

Performance catalyst activity
(mmol min−1 g−1 Au)

Space time yield
(mmol min−1 L−1)

Batch
Batch
Batch
Cont.
Cont.d

Au/TiO2
Au/C
Au/TiO2 + AC
Au/TiO2
Au/TiO2

0.1a
0.1a
0.1a
0.1b
0.5b

50
50
50
60
60

300
300
300
50
50

1
1
1
10
10

pH 9
pH 9
pH 9
Eq. (pH 13)
2 eq. (pH 13.5)

163c
50c
207c
13
61

3.6
1.1
4.6
36
175

Reactor intake 250 mL. b Flow rate 10 mL min−1. c Calculated for reaction rate at 50% conversion.
for short reaction time, since the reactor started to block due to the formation of insoluble material.

a

reactor to a plug flow set-up, for which powders are unsuitable (i.e. due to the large pressure drop) and larger particles
are required. Since from the two catalysts studied only the
Au/TiO2 is commercially available in granular form, we limited ourselves in this part of the investigation to this catalyst
for the plug flow set-up.
Working under uncontrolled pH and the influence on selectivity. Batch experiments (section 2.1), showed that the
combination of pH and reaction temperature has a significant effect on both the rate and the selectivity of the reaction.
E.g. at a constant pH of 12, selectivity is lost in batch mode
above room temperature.
In laboratory scale plug flow fixed bed reactions, on column pH control is not easy, so direct addition of an equimolar amount of base is required. This implies that the initial
pH of the reaction mixture at the start of the column can be
highly alkaline, and directly depends on the concentration of
substrate intake: for example a 0.1 M Na-GalA solution needs
0.1 M excess of NaOH, which results in a solution of pH ∼13.
However, the contact time in plug flow fixed bed reactions is
much shorter compared to batch reactions (under our conditions approximately 1.3 min., see ESI† for calculations), and
the pH will drop as soon as the acidic product starts to form.
The initial investigation (over Au/TiO2) was started by preparing a 0.2 M solution of GalA, and a separate solution of
0.4 M NaOH. Both solutions were fed to the reactor at the
same liquid flow rates (5 mL min−1). So, the mixed feed entering the top of the reactor had a flow rate of 10 mL min−1,
and a concentration of 0.1 M Na-GalA and 1 equivalent excess
NaOH to compensate for the production of the acid functionality in the diNa-GA product at 100% conversion.
The substrate flow rate entering the reactor was 1 mmol
min−1, the reaction temperature was set at 60 °C, the oxygen
flow rate at 50 mL min−1 ≙ 2.2 mmol O2 min−1, and the total
system pressure was set at 10 bar. The oxygen flow rate was
limited to 50 mL min−1, while for the batch experiments the
optimal flow rate was 300 mL min−1. However, a flow rate of
50 mL min−1 under 10 bar pressure, already results in 5 mL
min−1 gas phase (compared to the liquid flow rate of 10 mL
min−1). If the same gas flow rate would have been used as in
the batch experiments, this would increase from 5 to 30 mL
min−1, which would significantly reduce the contact time.
The temperature of 60 °C was chosen based on the best results in batch (although at controlled pH).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Continuous operation was only possible

When the mixture was fed to the reactor, it was noticed
that the temperature initially increased from 60 °C to about
80 °C, indicating an exothermic reaction. Based on literature
calculations, the estimated energy for the exothermic NaGalA oxidation is expected to be in the order of ∼1.3 kJ g−1,
not taking into account the energy for the formation of the
sodium carboxylateĲs).36 The reactor was therefore allowed to
stabilize (adjust heating input), and sample collection was
started after the reactor reached a stable temperature of 60
°C for 50 min. In the next 50 min, 5 × 100 mL samples were
collected for analysis by HPLC. All samples were clear (almost
colourless) solutions, which were still alkaline.
Fig. 5 shows a representative HPLC chromatogram (UV210 detector). The largest peak is the desired diNa-GA (80
mol% yield, based on calibration), at almost full conversion
(remaining Na-GalA ≪1%). Next to the desired product, two
main side products can be observed. Since the exact nature
of the compounds is unknown, quantification is not possible.
However a comparison can be made based on area: side
product 1 has an area of ∼5% in UV (only 1% area in RI),
and side product 2 has an area of 10% in UV (8% area in RI).
Based on our previous work,12 side product 1 is expected to
be a chain scission product (over oxidation). Side product 2
might result from the alkaline isomerisation of GalA to
5-keto-L-galactonic acid (5-KGA, present in trace amount, as
confirmed by comparison with an authentic sample),37
followed by isomerizing to D-taluronic acid,38 and subsequent
oxidation to D-talaric acid (also known as D-altraric acid or
D-talomucic acid, not commercially available for identification).39 The proposed reaction cascade towards this prophetic
side product is shown in Scheme 2.

Fig. 5 Representative HPLC chromatogram (UV-210) of the oxidation
of 0.1 M Na-GalA to diNa-GA over Au/TiO2 by mixing NaOH and GalA
solutions with two separate pumps.
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It was expected that the exothermic reaction, due to the
acid–base reaction at the top of the column, was significantly
contributing to the proposed isomerisation, and subsequent
formation of side product 2. [Although identification falls
outside the scope of the current investigation, some more
background information & experiments directed to the identification of talaric acid are provided in the ESI†]. Therefore, in
a separate experiment, a pre-mixed solution of 0.1 M Na-GalA
and 1 eq. excess NaOH was prepared at room temperature
(pH 13). This solution was fed to the reactor at a feeding rate
of 10 mL min−1 (thus 1 mmol min−1), the other settings were
identical to the previous experiment.
During this experiment, when the carbohydrate solution
was fed to the reactor, only a slight increase of the temperature from 60 °C to about 65 °C was observed. This indicates
that most of the heat released in the previous experiment
was indeed due to the acid–base reaction. Again, the reactor
was allowed to stabilize, and HPLC samples were collected after the reactor reached a stable temperature of 60 °C for 50
min. All samples were clear (almost colourless) solutions, this
time with a close to neutral pH.
HPLC analysis (Fig. 6) revealed that the conversion of NaGalA was again almost complete (>97%, based on calibration), but this time the reaction was more selective towards
diNa-GA (found 91 mol% diNa-GA, selectivity to diNa-GA =
94%). Again, next to starting material and desired product,
three side products (including 5-KGA) were present, but at
much lower concentrations.
These results indicate that the combination of high temperatures and high pH should be avoided, as was already observed during batch experiments. However, even at the relatively short contact times (1.3 min.) in the fixed bed reactor,

Scheme 2 Proposed reaction cascade leading to the formation of
side product 2.
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Fig. 6 Representative HPLC chromatogram (UV-210) of the oxidation
of 0.1 M Na-GalA to diNa-GA over Au/TiO2 by feeding a pre-mixed 0.1
M Na-GalA solution with 1 eq. excess NaOH.

isomerisation seems to play a significant role, indicating that
this reaction is a fast process. Therefore, to achieve a selective reaction in plug flow, the oxidation reaction should proceed fast, thereby lowering the pH and time for the undesired
isomerisation.
Product solubility. To investigate if the packed bed plug
flow reactor could handle higher substrate (and potential
product) concentrations, an experiment was performed using
a 0.5 M Na-GalA solution. The experiment was performed by
using the same reactant ratio as in the 0.1 M Na-GalA experiment (0.5 M Na-GalA: 1 eq. excess NaOH: 250 mL O2 min−1),
and other setting were kept identical to the previous
experiments.
When the reactor was switched from demineralized water
to the 0.5 M Na-GalA solution, an increase of the reactor temperature from 60 to 72 °C was observed. This is higher compared to the reactions at 0.1 M Na-GalA concentration, indicating a higher conversion rate. The reactor was allowed to
stabilize to 60 °C, and within the 50 min stabilization time,
no significant changes in pressure build up were noticed,
which could be attributed to potential clogging of the reactor
system. However, after the first samples for HPLC analysis
were collected (1 h reaction time), the reactor started to
block, as was noticed by pressure build-up. The reaction was
therefore stopped by switching to demineralized water again,
after which the reactor unclogged.
Based on HPLC analysis (Fig. 7), the conversion was 94%,
with a slightly reduced selectivity for the 0.5 M Na-GalA solution compared to the 0.1 M solution. However, the productivity of the reaction significantly increased: the catalytic activity
increased from 13 mmol min−1 g−1 Au for 0.1 M Na-GalA to
61 mmol min−1 g−1 Au for 0.5 M Na-GalA (Table 2). The

Fig. 7 Representative HPLC chromatogram (UV-210) of the oxidation
of 0.5 M Na-GalA to diNa-GA over Au/TiO2 by feeding a pre-mixed 0.5
M Na-GalA solution with 1 eq. excess NaOH.
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increase in activity can be explained by the higher substrate
concentration in the bulk, leading to a higher driving force
for substrate to diffuse to the catalyst surface. The increased
catalytic activity also has a tremendous effect on the space
time yield, which increased from 36 mmol min−1 L−1 for 0.1
M to 175 mmol min−1 L−1 for 0.5 M.
It was noticed that large amounts of solid material (sodium-galactarate) had deposited in the collected liquid samples. Therefore, the samples were combined, and acidic
work-up gave 62.4 g GA (free acid) as a white solid (85% of
theory, see experimental section for procedure). The purity of
the collected GA (free acid) was >99%, as was confirmed by
NMR, HPLC, FTIR and elemental analysis (see ESI†).
Oxygen supply. Although the oxygen solubility/supply inside the reactor could not be monitored, the excess oxygen
vented from the back-pressure regulator could be monitored
instead. Throughout the experiments, a constant 1 : 2.2 molar
ratio of Na-GalA : O2 was fed into the reactor. When the reactor was running on pure demineralized water (no expected
oxygen consumption), the expel of oxygen gas was indeed
close to the feed rate (∼50 mL min−1). When 1 mmol min−1
Na-GalA was fed to the reactor, indeed the oxygen venting
was reduced to <40 mL min−1, corresponding to the expected
∼0.5 mmol min−1 consumption/1 mmol min−1 Na-GalA,
needed for complete oxidation.
Although oxygen transfer limitations might occur in the
fixed bed reactor, the system has the advantage of working
under increased system pressure (10 bar), and consequently
higher oxygen solubility, leading to an increased driving force
for gas–liquid mass transfer. This is a benefit compared to a
non-pressurized batch reactor, for which we proved that the
reaction was limited in oxygen supply.
Catalyst stability. We wanted to investigate the catalyst stability under plug flow fixed bed conditions. The previously
reached substrate conversions are however too high (>99%)
to properly evaluate the stability. Therefore, a fresh catalyst
bed was prepared in which the catalyst amount was significantly reduced from the previously used 7.7 g, to a reduced
amount of 2.0 g 1 wt% Au/TiO2. The reaction was performed
by continuously feeding a 0.1 M Na-GalA with 1 eq. excess
NaOH solution (10 mL min−1) to the reactor for 27 h. (For
long term stability reasons, we choose to do this by mixing
0.2 M GalA at 5 mL min−1 and 0.4 M NaOH at 5 mL min−1).
The reaction was performed at 60 °C and an oxygen flow rate
of 50 mL min−1 (pressure 10 bar). The conversion was monitored by HPLC at regular time intervals, and the results are
visualized in Fig. 8.
Over the course of the reaction (27 h), an average conversion of 64% was achieved. There were no signs of catalyst deactivation, on the contrary, a slight (but gradual) increase in
conversion was observed. In the 27 h of monitored reaction
time, a total amount of 1.037 mol Na-GalA was converted
over 1.015 × 10−4 mol bulk Au, resulting in a turn over number (TONbulk Au) of 10 213 without any signs of catalyst deactivation. The gold loading of the spent catalyst was analysed by
elemental analysis, and a small loss in Au-loading was ob-
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Fig. 8 Continuous 0.1 M Na-GalA oxidation experiment in fixed bed
plug flow reactor. Conditions: 1 wt% Au/TiO2 (2 g), 0.1 M Na-GalA with
1 eq. excess NaOH (10 mL min−1), oxygen (50 mL min−1, 10 bar), 60 °C.

served (fresh: 1.14% Au; spent 1.00% Au, see ESI†). The gold
loss can be used to calculate the catalyst consumption:
72 950 moles of product were produced per mol of leached/
consumed gold. These results indicate the excellent performance and stability of the Au/TiO2 catalyst under the applied
conditions, although longer term stability tests are required.
2.3 Comparison of batch vs. continuous plug flow reactions
Although both the batch and fixed bed plug flow reactions
might be further optimized, a first comparison can now be
made to identify the bottle necks of each set-up. Lange published a perspective article in which a set of performance
criteria are described which are critical for viable industrial
operation.40 These performance criteria are: 1) selectivity (related to feed stock price/product loss/ purification cost); 2)
productivity (or activity, related to catalyst activity/conversion/
feed rates); 3) catalyst consumption (related to catalyst activity and lifetime); and 4) product concentration (related to
heat exchange/process cost).
Table 3 shows an overview of these performance criteria,
and the “industrial performance window” which should be
met to reach industrial operation. For the batch process and
the continuous fixed bed plug flow reactor, preliminary calculations were performed to determine the current industrial viability, and identify the bottle necks for each system.
With respect to the first performance criterion,
“selectivity”, both set-ups display selectivity's exceeding the
min. 70 wt% industrial performance window, with the
highest selectivity (>99%) achieved in batch under controlled
pH. It is expected that a further increase in selectivity for the
fixed bed reactor can be reached with further optimisation
(e.g. by finding an optimum in the base concentration and
temperature). Alternatively, to keep the base concentration
constant along the reactor, gradual feeding of base along the
reactor can be considered.
The next performance criterion is “productivity”, which is
currently below the industrial operation window for the batch
reactor, but already in the right range for the fix bed reactor.
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Table 3 Performance criteria of batch vs. continuous packed bed plug
flow reactor oxidations of Na-GalA to diNa-GA

Performance
criteria

Industrial
performance window

Batch
reactor

Cont. packed bed
reactor

Selectivity
Productivity
Cat.
consumption
Prod. conc.

70–100 wt%
0.1–10 tprod. m−3 h−1
1–100 tprod. kgcat−1

>99%
0.06
4200a

>80–94%
0.5–2.2
∼78b

3–100 wt%

∼2–3.3

∼2–<10

a

Consumption of active metal, estimation based on literature.16
Consumption of active metal, based on measurement of gold
loading spent catalyst.

b

The relatively low productivity in batch is mainly related to
the low catalyst concentration in the reactor (compared to
fixed bed), and the mass transfer limitations (gas–liquid) already observed at these currently low catalyst concentrations.
Therefore further increase of the catalyst concentration will
not solve the main issue, which is bringing oxygen from the
gas phase to the liquid phase. Hence, for the batch system,
emphasis should be put on further research in optimizing
the gas–liquid transfer, which might allow higher catalyst
concentrations and thus higher productivity. Working in a
pressurized system might also be preferred to increase the
gas diffusion, and the benefits of working with high surface
area supports like activated carbon should be considered.
The third performance criterion “catalyst consumption”,
was briefly investigated by running a stable reaction for 27 h
without any signs of catalyst deactivation. Nevertheless some
Au-leaching has been observed. The observed current catalyst
consumption (mol product/mol leached gold) of 72 950 corresponding to 78 ton product/kg leached gold. At this stage it
is unclear if the leaching is just the initial loss of loosely
bound gold particles, or a gradual loss. Others already investigated the Au-leaching and catalyst stability in CSTR mode,
and calculated that the catalyst consumption during glucose
oxidation was as low as 1 mg Au/4.2 kg of product.16 It can
therefore be assumed that the catalyst consumption is not a
critical factor for viable industrial operation.
The fourth and last performance criterion is “product concentration”. For both systems this seems to be by far the
most challenging issue. The low solubility of Na-galactarate
causes precipitation of product in batch mode, leading to potential catalyst deactivation by blocking of active sides, and it
also leads to difficulties in catalyst/product separations. In
fixed bed plug flow operation, at combined high feed concentrations and conversions, product deposition above the solubility limits has shown to lead to blocking of the system. The
focus of future research should therefore be on finding potential solutions to this problem.
To summarize, compared to the batch reactor, the performance criteria for the fixed bed plug flow reactor are in the
better range for viable industrial operation. Especially when
taking into account that galactaric acid has to be considered
as a specialty chemical, which allows for higher production
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costs compared to bulk chemicals. The batch reactor shows a
significantly lower reactor productivity, but on the other hand
displays the highest selectivity to galactaric acid.

3 Experimental
The experimental set-ups, experimental procedures, and all
analyses can be found in the ESI.†

4 Conclusions
The Au-catalysed oxidation of D-galacturonic acid to galactaric
acid under alkaline conditions was investigated in a batch
and in a plug flow packed bed reactor. Both systems were
evaluated to investigate their industrial viability.
The batch system displayed the highest selectivity (>99%)
and catalyst activity (207 mmol min−1 g−1 Au) at controlled
pH (optimal selectivity/activity around pH 9–10). However, as
a result of the lower catalyst concentration in batch, and observed mass transfer limitations (mainly gas–liquid), the productivity of the reactor (0.06 tprod. m−3 h−1) is currently below
the desired industrial operation window. Future research on
the batch oxidation should therefore focus on increasing the
gas - liquid transfer, for which we found that the use of high
surface area catalyst supports might play an important role.
The use of a pressurized system should also be considered.
A fixed bed plug flow reactor was used for the first time in
the Au-catalysed carbohydrate oxidation under alkaline conditions. Despite common belief, the system displayed a relatively high selectivity (94%) under the uncontrolled pH, indicating that plug flow reactors could be viable set-ups for
oxidations in which acidic products are formed. The maximum observed catalyst activity (61 mmol min−1 g−1 Au) is
lower compared to the batch system, but due to the higher
catalyst loading inside the reactor, the productivity of the system (0.5–2.2 tprod. m−3 h−1) meets the required industrial window of operation.
The main challenge, for both batch and fixed bed plug
flow reactions, is the low solubility of the (sodium)
galactarate product, leading to dilute feed/product streams,
currently below the desired window for industrial operation.
Future research is therefore needed to find practical solutions to avoid undesired product precipitation.
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